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er research efforts continue in July with the SGP99 Hydrology Campai &g%j’4Su
Uni ed States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service. Other p c“

9the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Natiomd Oce c and
At osi)heric Administration, and the ARM Program. This campaign will focus on measuring
soil t ;isture by using satellite-based instruments-and takes place July 7-22, 1999.
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ISoil moisture is an important
com orient of Earth’s hydrologic cycle
and climate, but our understanding of it

Iand our ability to measure it accurately
are limited. Scientists need to
und rstand soil moisture better so that
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it c be incorporated correctly into
gen ral circulation models.

As an important factor in growing
cro s, soil moisture dictates a farmer’s

c!suc ess or failure. Too much soil

I

moi ture can drown out croplands and
cau e flooding, whereas too little can
lead to drought conditions, robbing
crops of their life-supporting water.

I
Dec sions about which crops to plant
and other land use issues depend on our

+
und rstanding of soil moisture patterns.

Figure 1. Energy balance Bowen ratio system.

1Soil moisture can be measured in various ways. ARM employs several direct methods using soil
moi ture probes buried from 1 inch to 6.5 feet below the surface. One type of probe has two
stai ess steel screens separated by a piece of fiberglass. Electrical resistance, which is a
funcfion of soil moisture content, is measured between the screens. Another type of probe
mea~ures soil temperature and the increase in temperature after the soil is heated by small
heatpg element. From this measurement, the volume of water in the soil can be calculated.
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To easure soil moisture, ARM uses the energy balance ~ow~n ratio system (Fi.we 1) and the
soil ater and temperature system located at each extended facility. Taking valid soil moisture

ARiMFacilities Newsle?fer is publishedby ArgonneNationalLaboratory,a muhiprogmmlabqatory operated
by The Universityof ChicagoundercontractW-31-109-Eug-38with the U.S. Departmentof Energy.

Technical Contact DouglasL. SisterSon EUitoz DonnaJ. Holdridge
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DISCLAIMER

This repofl was prepared as an account of work sponsored
byanagency of the United States Government. Neither the
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any
of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied,
or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or

otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United
States Government or any agency thereof. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the United States Government or
any agency thereof.
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DISCLAIMER ~

Portions of this document may be illegibie
in e~ectronic image products. Images are
produced from the best available originai
document.
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A thunderstorm has a three-phase life cycle. The first stage, the towering cumulus stage, consists
of an updraft. As the warm air rises, it travels through cooler air above, which causes water
vapor to condense into tiny droplets that form a cloud. As the droplets collide, they combine to
form larger drops.

When the drops become too large to be held up in the cloud by the updrafts, they fall downward
through the cloud and to the ground as rain. As the drops fall downward, they drag cold air with
them, causing a downdraft. This is the second or mature stage of the thunderstorm, which
consists of both an updraft and a downdraft. As raindrops encounter drier air, evaporation takes
place, which cools the air more and enhances the downdraft. The cool air spreads out
horizontally as it reaches the ground, producing a cold air outflow or gust front that we generally
experience as the cold winds preceding thunderstorms.

The third or dissipating stage of a thunderstorm occurs when the cold downdraft winds begin to
erode the warm updraft and eventually cause the storm to weaken and dissipate as the warm,
moist air supplied by the updraft is no longer available. Typical thunderstorm cells have life
cycles of 55 to 75 minutes and horizontal widths of 3 to 40 square miles.

Several single-cell thunderstorms can cluster together to form a multi-cell thunderstorm. The
cold outflows from each cell combine to forma stronger gust front, which in turn can trigger new
storms as the rush of cold air pushes warmer air upward, inducing more convection. Multi-cell
storms can become severe.

When updrafts are strong enough, hail can form within these storms. As the raindrops encounter
freezing temperatures in the tops of the thunderstorm clouds, they freeze. As the small frozen
drops move about within the cloud, they gather liquid droplets on their surface. This causes
them to become heavy and to begin falling downward through the cloud. The updrafts push the
small hailstones upward into the freezing temperatures again, freezing their liquid surfaces and
enlarging them. This process is repeated until the hailstone becomes too heavy to be held aloft
by the updraft or until the stone is diverted out of the updraft’s path and falls to the ground.
Taller thunderstorm clouds with the strongest updrafts produce the largest hailstones.

As a thunderstorm cloud grows, it usually reaches the jet stream winds at the top of the
troposphere. When this occurs, the top of the thunderstorm cloud gets caught in the winds,
blowing the top to the side in what meteorologists call an “anvil.”

Supercell thunderstorms, the most dangerous of the convective-type storms, can produce high
winds, large hail, and long-lived tornadoes. A supercell storm gains a large scale organization so
that it behaves like a single entity rather than a multi-celled storm. The supercell storm’s initial
development is very similar to that of a single-cell, air-mass thunderstorm, but supercells
matures to exhibit a rotating updraft and continuous propagation. Supercell storms can reach
maturity within 90 minutes and stay intact for several hours. These were the types of storms that
produced the deadly twisters on May 3, 1999, in Oklahoma and Kansas.
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Figure 2. A cross-sectional schematic of a squall line thunderstorm
indicating updrafts and downdrafts, gust front, anvil and rain area.

downdrafts are farther apart horizontally and work together to feed
destroying it.

A squall line is any
line of thunder-
storms, whether
associated with a
cold frontal passage
or not. A squall line
can be either a con-
tinuous or a broken
line of storms that
can become severe.
Severe storms need
to encounter vertic@
wind shear to be able
to sustain a strong,
long-lived cir-
culation. Unlike the
single-cell storm,
which eventually
dissipates because of
the competition of
the updrafts and
downdrafts, a severe
storm’s updrafts and
the storm instead of

Mesoscale convective complexes (MCCS) are a type of large, long-lived convective weather
system that frequently occurs over the midlatitudes of the United States. MCCS can produce
widespread rainfall, locally intense rainfall and flash flooding, tornadoes, hail, strong winds, and
intense electrical storms. Almost one of every four MC.CSresults in injury or death. Some
MCCS begin initally as squall lines that gradually acquire MCC characteristics as they persist
and grow in size. Many develop in the late afternoon and persist into the night and can be slow-
moving, increasing the risk of flooding. MCCS can range in size from 28,000 to 77,000 square
miles and can last from 3 to 36 hours.

The MCS Campaign, headed by Peter May of the Australian Bureau of Meteorological Research
Centre, will focus on developing methods for determining rain drop size distributions within
MCSS by use of vertical wind profders. Researchers trying to distinguish differences in the
physics of various types of MCS storms will also be looking at the precipitation, vertical
motions, buoyancy, and electrical characteristics of deep convection. The data collected at the
CART site will be compared with data from other midlatitude field projects, as well as data
collected in Australia. Researchers can tell a lot about the physics of clouds simply from the rain
drop size distribution. The 50-MHz and 915-MHz radar wind profders at the central site will be
used to make these rather unique measurements.


